POLICY DECISIONS
Policy Decisions is designed to be a single platform for highly automated or heavily underwritten insurance
products, serving all types of users for all distribution channels - from fully compliant bureau lines that
are ready to use right out of the box, to automatic no-touch processing with custom distribution needs.
Highly specialized lines, user experiences and workflows are all offered within the markets most
advanced and experienced insurance cloud operation.

Strengthen Your Core
The strength of our core platform content and functionality allows you to power ahead and maintain a
leadership position while spending less time on your technology infrastructure and more time focusing on
your unique business needs. With Policy Decisions, you spend less time building and more time focusing
on configuring your unique needs, as well as getting to market faster, having less to maintain and easily
expanding as your business demands.
Our proven platform and easy configuration tools increase speed to value, enabling our clients to respond
to market conditions and make changes quickly and efficiently. Policy Decisions supports the full policy
lifecycle for all commercial, workers comp, specialty, program and proprietary lines of business.

The Difference is in the Details
From Global, National and Regional insurers to MGAs and specialty providers and start-ups, Insurity clients
gain speed, efficiency and functionality, all with lower risk.
Here are a just a few of the reasons clients choose Policy Decisions:
 Proven platform and easy configuration tools
 Unmatched breadth and depth of core functionality out of the box
 Richest content, including a vast array of business rules and functions
 Investment protection through continuous innovation
 Lowest cost of ownership and fewest number of resources needed for implementation through
production and ongoing maintenance.
 Choice in service model for implementation, maintenance and customizations
 The most advanced and experienced insurance cloud operation
 Options such as managed services including Bureau Content and Compliance Reporting

POLICY DECISIONS

Insurity’s software solutions are also available
as part of a comprehensive suite:
 Fully integrated

Policy Decisions
AT-A-GLANCE

 Pre-built interfaces and integrations
 Support for the entire process of policy administration,
billing and claims
 Over $20 Billion in premiums run on Insurity solutions

 Supports dozens of
commercial, specialty
and proprietary lines of
business
 Unmatched ready-to-use,
out-of-the box lines and
content
 Easy configurability
 Over 150 successful
implementations
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